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Baked Goods in Japan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Continued current value growth due to unit price increases
Flat retail volume growth, but performances differ between categories
Yamazaki Baking continues to lead baked goods in 2023

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Continued retail current value growth, while volume growth will be hampered
The rising importance of domestic wheat
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Volume consumption of breakfast cereals decreases due to normalising sales and price increases
Hot cereals turn to decline due to active product launches in other categories
Calbee Inc maintains its lead, Kellogg (Japan) KK holds second position

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Hot cereals set to contribute to growth in breakfast cereals
Product innovations with a focus on health likely to continue to be seen
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Processed fruit and vegetable struggles in retail volume terms due to normalising sales and price increases
Plastic pouches and carton containers are gaining shelf space
Private label has the largest share in frozen fruit

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Frozen processed fruit and vegetables will contribute to overall growth of processed fruit and vegetables
Shelf stable fruit and vegetables will struggle
Plastic pouches and carton containers set to become more popular
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Meat, seafood and alternatives to meat declines in volume terms due to normalising sales and price increases
Meat and seafood substitutes set to struggle in retail, but expand through foodservice
Generics dominates a highly fragmented category

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Retail volumes set to continue to decline, impacted by falling population and price increases
Frozen products set to see growth, driven by convenience and added-value
Meat and seafood substitutes has further potential
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Rice, Pasta and Noodles in Japan
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Volume growth of pasta and noodles struggles due to easing of COVID-19, but rice performs relatively well thanks to affordability
Demand for convenience remains high
JA Group and Nissin Food Products lead

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Minimal growth expected due to the weak performance of rice
Frozen noodles and instant noodles set to perform well
Premiumisation with a focus on health will remain important to sustain profits and attract attention from health-conscious consumers
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